Erntezomonien. As in every traditional culture in which agriculture has an important part, we may suppose that in Egypt also the work of harvesting was accompanied by ceremonies and festivals. Yet we have little certain information about harvest ceremonies, even though the activities of the harvest are depicted again and again in the tombs. This would seem a remarkable exception to the general rule that we know more of the religious aspect than of other aspects of Egyptian culture. The explanation must be that our knowledge of Egyptian religion is not all-round but rather one-sided, being chiefly related to the gods who were venerated in temples, to the king and to the dead. The sources of the Egyptians themselves, in so far as they are preserved, do not tell us very much about the ceremonies pertaining to ordinary life and the work of the day.

There is a well-known remark by the Greek author *Diodorus Siculus*: ‘... at harvest time the people make a dedication of the first heads of the grain to be cut and standing beside the sheaf beat themselves and call upon *Iisis.*' Figures bearing an offering of ears of corn and fruit represented in various Theban tombs may perhaps, all or in part, be interpreted as offering first-fruits, especially since we know the institution existed from the use of the term 'first-fruits of the harvest' (*tpw n smw*) in texts. The Ptolemaic temple of Edfu celebrated the ritual of 'the first-fruits of the field according to the prescripts of Amenemhat' (of the M.K.). This last addition suggests, however, that it was not so much a ceremony accompanying the corn harvest as a traditional temple rite. It formed part of the festival of the Reunion of *Hathor* of *Dendara* and *Horus of Edfu* in the third month of the summer, when the normal harvest of the grain was long past. The offering of first-fruits mentioned by Diodorus might also be such a traditional temple rite, as it is connected with a ceremonial lament. In Egypt, such a lament did not take place at harvest-time, but in connexion with sowing (*Choiaifést*).

There is no reason to suppose that the flute-players sometimes shown in the harvest scenes of the tombs were playing dirges in the style of the so-called song of Linos or Maneros (*Maneroslied*), their songs were far more probably cheerful and profane. The crescent-shaped bundles of corn depicted above some winnowing scenes in the Theban graves (Nacht—*Nbt* etc.), which have been convincingly identified with the so-called corn bride (*Kornbraut*) that the present-day fellahin make from ears of corn and hang by the door of their house as guardian of the crops before they begin cutting the corn, might indeed also be interpreted as first-fruit offerings.

Just as first-fruit offerings as part of a temple festival have their origin and parallel in harvest ceremonies accompanying the work of harvesting, the same will have applied to the ceremony of *hw bɛbw*. As we see it in temple reliefs it cannot have been a simple threshing ceremony (*Kälber, Treiben der: *Vernichtungsritual*) but must have formed part of a temple ritual of wider purport. That the ceremony of erecting the Ded column (*Djed-Pfeiler*) had its origin and parallel in a harvest ceremony can only be credited if this column really is a post with ears of corn, as has been proposed.

The ceremony of *dww fjt*, the cutting of a sheaf of corn by the *pharaoh*, often shown in temple reliefs as part of festivals that are not only harvest ceremonies (*Minfest*) also leads us to think that there were rites associated with the actual reaping. While the ritual lament during the harvest mentioned by Diodorus is not confirmed by Egyptian sources, it is also open to doubt whether the ceremonial cutting of the first sheaf was regarded as the killing of the corn god or goddess. Although threshing is occasionally interpreted as the killing of *Osiris*, the ceremony of *hw bɛbw* is usually conceived not as the slaying of the corn god, but as the slaying of enemies (*Feindsymbolik*). Reaping corn could also signify the slaying of enemies. Clearly religious speculations have a tendency to explain and ritualize harvest operations as a judgement upon hostile demons; indeed, other activities that take place beyond the confines of temple and tomb, such as hunting, fishing, waging war etc. are treated in the same way. In any case lack of material would make it too hazardous an undertaking to construct a simple farmers’ religion of harvest ceremonies and other fertility rites (*Fruchtbarkeitsriten*) beside or before the religion we know from the temples. Owing
in part to the fact that the temple festivals were linked to a year of 360 + 5 days without a leap-year, so that they gradually moved through the year out of connexion with the seasonal pattern, they were mainly determined by the holy world of myth and ritual that underwent reinterpretation in the course of time (*Alltagswelt und Heilige Welt*).

The festival of *Renenutet* that was held in Thebes on 1 Pachoon is a harvest festival that in the N.K. was celebrated at the time of harvesting grain and grapes, as is evident from several Theban tombs.16 Centuries later the festival in honour of *Harsomtus* celebrated on that calendar date in Edfu still seemed to have traits of a harvest festival, although there was also a festival of Renenutet on other dates, e.g. 7 Tybi at Edfu and *Dendara*.18

In *Esna* the festival in honour of *Chnum* and other gods on 1 Pachoon is called the festival of Renenutet, and her birth is celebrated on that date (*Geburtstage v. Götern*). Also in Thebes the harvest festival was not exclusively in honour of Renenutet, but also for *Amon*, so that it must be assumed that when the time of harvest was about 1 Pachoon (18th dyn.) everywhere in Egypt the first-fruits were offered to the local gods and the festival was afterwards maintained by tradition. The goddess Renenutet protects the harvest (*wššt *snake; *rmnt *produce* in connexion with agriculture: *crop*). Since it was not the death, but the birth of Renenutet that was celebrated, at Esna for instance, it must have been a merry festival, as one would naturally expect. It seems that usually it was not the birth of Renenutet herself but of the child *Nepre (= corn) that was commemorated.* The nurse also Renenutet is often depicted with the child Nepre on her lap. Few details are known of the festival. It may have lasted about 5 days.

In any case the rites were not confined to the temple. Ceremonies took place in the open air, on the fields and in the granaries accompanied by processions.
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